The Devil, a Contrary Magician?

The Devil spreads his leather wings
And summons animals divine
Rams, bats, eagles and other things
Atop his ring-chain iron shrine.
Two figures appear beneath his knees
And opposites these two must be
A woman yanks a chain, her man to tease
And yet they’re loose, they could be free.
The Devil mocks the other cards
Great men of status in ivory towers
And yet he shows his regards
To Goddesses and angel powers
He obscures the truth in mockery
And a great mystery abides
He reverses all for us to see
Yet on his path the truth hides.
He is the master of the pantomime
A contrary shaman of the plains
A mirror image outside of time
When lies are dust, the truth remains
“Contrary Magic” is a very rare and profound form of magic, where a magician works
with opposites to create a third, often powerful, manifestation of reality.
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I first encountered this strange concept in the early 1970’s. In the movie Little Big Man
the main character, Jack Crabb was abducted, then raised by a tribe of Indians. His
nemeses was a young Indian warrior called Younger Bear, who was in fact a contrary.
Younger Bear said the opposite of what he meant, wore women’s clothing, rode his
horse facing backwards, and in doing so he became a powerful tribal shaman. From
that moment, I became intrigued with the concept of a contrary, yet found very little
information about it.
Wikipedia describes a contrary as a social role that exists within Native American tribes
from the Great Plains and the Southwest. Their behavior is the opposite of tribal
custom, and they often play the part of clown during ceremonial occasions, and have an
almost cult standing within the tribe.
Although I have found no references to this outside of Native American tradition, there
are certain resonances within European folklore. One is the admonition not to wear
your clothing inside out. If you do so, you will be stolen by the Faeries. My
interpretation of this is: If you do the opposite of what is normal, you will have an
otherworldly experience.
One of the seminal books of fantasy in Western culture, Through the Looking Class, is
about a shamanic journey through the mirrored world of opposites, where extraordinary
things could happen.
I have known both straight and gay men who have thought that dressing in the robes of
a woman during ritual can raise an extraordinary amount of power.
One friend told me that when you reach the point of opposite between two forces, there
is a gap in the universe where you can channel unlimited power and knowledge. It is a
moment of change, limitlessness, transformation. 1
In Tarot there is a rare but powerful reading called a “reverse reading”, where the cards
drawn seem to be the opposite of true, but eerily consistent straight through the reading.
These readings usually contain a majority of Major Arcana and are at a much higher
level that usual.
And there is a Trump in Tarot where the Contrary Magician clearly shows up – The
Devil.
The devil “opposes” at least four other trumps in the Tarot. You might say he is
mocking the other trumps. Take a closer look.
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Notice the position of the Magician’s hands, pointing both upwards and
downwards as in the maxim “as above so below”. But the Devil carries his tool,
the torch, in the opposite hand, pointing to his realm below. And where the
lemniscate floats above the Magician’s head, the reverse pentacle floats above
the Devil’s head. They both have an altar, and the Magician places his tools
upon the altar, where the Devil perches upon his own empty altar.

The Devil and the Emperor are both on a throne. But where the Emperor sits on
a rams head throne, the Devil wears the rams horns. The Emperor holds his
wand in his right hand, the Devil holds his torch pointing downward in his left.
The Emperor holds a globe in his left hand, but his palm is up, the globe is
upright, where the Devil holds his torch, palm facing down.
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Here we see two priests before their acolytes. The Heirophant’s acolytes wear
the yoke of obedience and they are facing him, the Devil’s minions are chained
(yoked) to his altar and face away from him. The Heirophant’s right hand is
raised in the gesture of blessing, where in the Devil’s right hand the fingers are
separated – disunity, and there is the glyph of Saturn – limitation - on his palm.
On the Heirophant’s dais, there are two keys – the keys to knowledge. On the
Devil’s dais, there is a ring and chains depicting bondage and ignorance.

In both these cards, the characters are seated, but the Devil’s hands mock the
hands of Justice. Justice holds a saber in his right hand, where the Devil flashes
the sign of Saturn in his. Justice holds the scales of Justice in his left hand,
where the Devil holds his torch, upside down pointing to the ground in his.
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Even the coloring is rendered in opposites, the Devil card is dark, the other trumps are
bright. The Devil is naked, but holds one flaming red torch in his hand as if he’s about
to extinguish it, mocking the red ceremonial robes of the other four cards.
The cards the Devil mocks, and those he does not mock, are also significant. The
Magician, Heirophant, Justice and Emperor are all powerful men. He does not mock
the Goddess – The Empress, the Star, the High Priestess. He also does not mock the
three Archangel cards – The Lovers (Raphael), Temperance (Michael), or Judgment
(Gabriel). According to some teachings, the Devil is in fact the fourth Archangel – Uriel.
If we follow the magical maxim of To Know, To Will, To Dare and to Keep Silent, and
assign a maxim to each one, the Devil is the final act of magic, the one who is silent,
and can hide the truth disguised as its own opposite. But a deeper meaning is that he is
the gap between one thing and its opposite, where magic is unmanifested power and
available for unlimited use.
Contrary Spell
I use the Tarot in magic, spells, and ritual. It is a Magician’s tool kit in one deck of
cards, especially effective for those who travel or have minimal space. If you keep a
cloth to wrap the cards in, you have an altar (use a neutral color: white, black, gray,
beige, unless you prefer to work with a specific element: Air – gold or yellow; Fire – red
or orange; Water – blue or blue/green; Earth – green or brown).
Decide on a clear objective for raising the power of contrary magic. This is not for an
ordinary spell, but for a powerful rite of transformation. For this working, I would ask to
be shown a path to enlightenment, or the inner meaning of a perplexing spiritual
mystery. This rite could also be used to reverse time and view a significant past or
project forward into a future lifetime.
Use the Aces to invoke the four elements in the proper direction:
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I greet the East
With the Ace of Swords
Powers of Air
Hear our Words
I greet the South
With the Ace of Wands
Powers of Fire
Passion responds
I greet the West
With Cups, the Ace
Powers of Water
Dreams we embrace
I greet the North
With the Ace of Shields
Powers of Earth
Strength never yields
Place the Devil in the center of your altar and contemplate its inner meaning for you.
You can invoke it’s power with your own words, or poetry, or even limericks:
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The Devil laughs
At the chains that bind
A bat-winged angel
Whose truth we must find
If you have a drum, or a recording of shamanic drumming, its continuous rhythmic beat
can be helpful in getting you into the “zone”.
The Devil is the point between one thing and another. Find that point and enter into it.
Make your intention clear, and follow the path, and learn from where it leads you. Pay
attention to every detail, and bring it back, journal it, and apply it to your life. This is
your adventure into the unknown. If you are successful, you will have a new paradigm
to map or chart your life.
In closing the ritual, you thank and release the elements saying:
We thank the East
With the Ace of Swords
Powers of Air
Hearing our words
We thank the South
With the Ace of wands
Powers of Fire
Passion’s response
We thank the West
With the Cups, the Ace
Powers of Water
Dreams embraced
We thank the North
With the Ace of Shields
Powers of Earth
Strength never yields
When working with the higher powers, it is courteous to thank them, and bid them
depart. Something like:
I thank the Devil for his part
In my journey into the gap
It is now time for all to depart
Leaving me with a new map.
The rite is ended.
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